Samarium hexaboride is a candidate for the topological Kondo insulator state, in which Kondo coherence is predicted to give rise to an insulating gap spanned by topological surface states. Here we investigate the surface and bulk electronic properties of magnetically alloyed Sm 1-x M x B 6 (M=Ce, Eu). Remarkably, in-gap surface states visible to angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) and resistivity features associated with Kondo coherence are both found to persist in highly modified samples with up to 30% Sm substitution. The results are interpreted in terms of a hierarchy of energy scales, in which surface state emergence is linked to the relatively robust formation of a direct Kondo gap.
Magnetic dopants have received special attention since the discovery of 3D topological materials, as a source of time-reversal symmetry-breaking magnetic scattering [22] [23] [24] . Here, we report a comparative study of the electronic structure, transport and susceptibility properties of alloys incorporating small-and large-moment magnetic elements as Sm 1−x M x B 6 (M=Ce, Eu). Remarkably, in-gap surface states continue to be seen by ARPES up to the highest admixture levels tested (30% Ce, 20% Eu), with a largely unchanged temperature dependence onsetting at T~100K. Resistivity features associated with Kondo coherence also persist, in spite of strongly suppressed overall resistivity. These results are suggestive of an interplay with physical effects distinguished on a hierarchical energy scale, in which the emergence of surface states is linked with formation of the relatively high energy direct Kondo hybridization gap. Such a hierarchy is well known from theory and optical studies on Kondo materials [25] [26] [27] , but gains new significance in the context of a topologically ordered Kondo band structure.
Results:
The lanthanum hexaborides (LB 6 ) crystalize in a simple cubic lattice and incorporate a rare earth valence state that differs depending on the lanthanide element incorporated. The samarium sites in SmB 6 are famously mixed-valent with a mixture of 4f 5 and 4f 6 configurations [28] , whereas cerium and europium have strongly favored f-shell occupancies of 4f 1 (Ce 3+ ) and 4f 7 (Eu 2+ ) [29, 30] , and can therefore be expected to contribute fractional electron (Ce 3+ ) and hole (Eu 2+ ) doping, respectively, to the samarium sublattice. These valence states and their presence at cleaved surfaces are confirmed by X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and multiplet-resolving photoemission (XPS) measurements (see supplementary note). This dual effect of substituted magnetic elements as magnetic moments and as dopant sources is consistent with the trends seen by magnetic susceptibility measurements. With only 1% Ce doping, the susceptibility (χ-T) curve of SmB 6 is nearly identical to that of pristine SmB 6 (Fig. 1a) . As doping level increases, the χ-T curves evolve rapidly and nonlinearly to strongly resemble the CeB 6 curve after just 30% substitution. [31, 32] . Though it is difficult to fully account for the complex mixture of atomic multiplet states that will be occupied in this multivalent system, the rapid reduction of local moments is consistent with the expectation that Ce doping will add electrons to the Sm and promote occupancy of the zero-moment 4f 6 ( 7 F 0 ) multiplet ground state, which is widely gapped from most other 4f 6 configurations.
Large-moment doping with Eu yields a similarly nonlinear trend, but in the opposite direction. Europium gravitates strongly to the half-filled large spin 4f 7 configuration favored by exchange interactions, with a large effective moment of ~8μ B in EuB 6 [33] . The ground state of EuB 6 is a ferromagnetic metal with a Curie temperature of ~12K, however partial substitution of samarium as Sm 1−x Eu x B 6 induces antiferromagnetic order [34] , which can be seen from the sharp susceptibility kinks at T=2.8K (Sm 0.9 Eu 0.1 B 6 ) and T=7K (Sm 0.8 Eu 0.2 B 6 ) in Fig. 1 ). This rapid shift towards large local moments is consistent with the idea that fractional hole-doping from Eu will reduce the prevalence of zero-moment 4f 6 samarium sites, in favor of 4f 5 multiplets.
The signature of the Kondo effect is the rise of resistivity at low temperature as shown in the extracted ρ-T curve of SmB 6 [8] . Resistivity is strikingly enhanced beneath the Kondo onset of T~50K ( Fig. 1(c) ), before flattening into a plateau associated with surface state conductivity at T<10K. Recent work attributes non-trivial topology to these surface states, but leaves the details rather unclear as to how topology factors into resistivity [7] . Pure CeB 6 resembles SmB 6 in the onset of Kondo associated resistivity at low temperature and has the same 5d-4f band inversion at the bulk X-point [35] . However, the system is metallic at low temperature, and undergoes multiple phase transitions beneath T<~3.2K [36] . Previous investigation of resistivity in thin films has shown that doping Sm 1-x Ce x B 6
with only 1% Ce already removes the signatures of surface conductance at low temperature [21] . In line with this, in Fig. 1 (c), we see that substituting 3% Sm with Ce causes bulk resistivity to be reduced by one to two orders of magnitude. The Kondo-regime resistivity of Sm 1−x Ce x B 6 is suppressed further at higher doping levels, and stays within an order of magnitude of pure CeB 6 for 30% doped samples. In spite of this overall suppression in the amplitude of resistivity, an exponential-like growth in resistivity is seen below T<~40K for all doped samples, as for the parent compounds [37] . Additionally, a pronounced inflection is seen in all of the resistivity curves at roughly T~3.8K, though this only results in a low temperature resistivity plateau for pure SmB 6 . The disappearance of the surface contribution to resistivity in the doped samples exposes this anomaly, which must derive from the bulk. Moreover, it raises the question of how -and if -the surface states survive into the doped regime.
Substitution of Sm with Eu also tends to reduce the resistivity of Sm 1−x Eu x B 6 ( Fig.  1(d) ), however the suppression is non-monotonic with doping [34] and is perplexingly greatest for the 5% doped sample. Mild inflections of resistivity are seen at the Néel transitions, but are not very distinguishable from other nonlinear details within the plot, and differ starkly from the dramatic change caused by ferromagnetism at T C~1 2K in EuB 6 [33] . As with Sm 1−x Ce x B 6 , the Kondo-associated rise in resistivity becomes visible below T<40K, for Eu-doped samples.
High-resolution ARPES experiments were performed on the doping endpoints of Sm 0.7 Ce 0.3 B 6 and Sm 0.8 Eu 0.2 B 6 to address the question of how the surface states manifest in these greatly altered environments. For Sm 0.7 Ce 0.3 B 6 , low temperature measurements show a 4-pocket Fermi surface with a long elliptical orientation along the Γ -X axis, where the Fermi momentum is marginally closer to Γ than to X ( Fig. 2(a) ). These properties are qualitatively identical to the low temperature Fermi surface observed for undoped SmB 6 , which frequently lacks clearly visible pockets surrounding the Γ -point [17] , particularly at non-aged surfaces [14] .
Examining band dispersions along the Γ -X axis reveals the highly dispersive 5d
bulk states intersecting the bottom of a flat band associated with 4f states. Above the flat band, one finds that states with highly sloped dispersions that are offset in momentum from the lower dispersion of the 5d band (see guides to the eye in Fig.  2(c) ), as is typically seen for the surface states of undoped SmB 6 .
The low temperature Fermi surface of Sm 0.8 Eu 0.2 B 6 is very similar to that seen with Ce doping. As in the Ce-doped and undoped cases, one finds four elliptical electron pockets deriving from bands that disperse only above the 4f valence states, and are offset from the bulk 5d dispersion (Fig. 3(a-c) ). It is notable that these states persist at the base sample temperature of roughly T=10K, in spite of close proximity to the T N =8.3K antiferromagnetic transition. Raising the temperature from 10K to 180K shows incremental broadening and a downward energetic shift of the flat 4f-state, as is also seen for undoped SmB 6 [12, 15] . The apparent Fermi momentum of the in-gap band declines continuously (see values noted in Fig. 3(d) ), a phenomenon associated with the simultaneous disappearance of the in-gap surface state and restored continuation of the 5d band through the Fermi level after the 4f states become incoherent.
Examining the width of the 4f states along the energy loss axis reveals a key difference with undoped SmB 6 . Whereas the energy half-width of the 4f feature saturates at ~15 meV at low temperature (T<~20K) in SmB 6 , the half-width seen for Sm 0.8 Eu 0.2 B 6 and Sm 0.7 Ce 0.3 B 6 is closer to 30 meV (see Fig. 4(a) ). As temperature increases, the half-width of Sm 0. [35, 38] , which has a 4f-state width considerably larger than 45 meV.
Discussions:
The properties of Ce and Eu as small-and large-moment magnetic dopants within SmB 6 have been characterized by susceptibility, transport, and XAS/XPS. The observed trends are qualitatively consistent with a "dual action" of the magnetic elements as introduced magnetic moments, and as dopants of charge into the Sm sublattice. This is seen most clearly in the rapidly changing local moments, which evolve far faster than would be expected from a linear extrapolation to the CeB 6 In contrast to the large change in local moments, ARPES measurements show remarkably little change in electronic states close to the Fermi level. Samples continue to show the basic Kondo lattice scenario, including flat 4f states at the Fermi level, crossed by a 5d band that creates a topological inversion at the bulk X-point (see Fig. 4(c) ). Moreover, low temperature (T<~100K) measurements continue to show the emergence of in-gap bands that are nearly identical to the surface states of pure SmB 6 . The preservation of this topological band structure is not surprising, as fully substituted CeB 6 and EuB 6 are both expected to preserve the X-point 5d dispersion minimum prerequisite for topological band inversion [35, 39, 40] . So long as a 4f-5d hybridization gap opens, the alloy will embody the same basic topological hybridization picture that motivates surface state emergence (see Fig. 4(b) schematic) .
The 4f states of large moment Eu are expected to occur far from the Fermi level [39] [40] [41] , and so Eu may be best understood as a source of scattering and disruption to the Kondo lattice. In spite of a magnetic transition at T N =8.3K, the 4f coherence trend of Sm 0.8 Eu 0.2 B 6 at higher temperatures is remarkably consistent with that seen in pure SmB 6 in the T>100K surface state onset regime, and converges on a width that is only modestly broadened relative to the unalloyed compound.
The topological band structure we observe in Sm 0.7 Ce 0.3 B 6 is perhaps more interesting, in that cerium 4f states of CeB 6 are also found near the Fermi level. However, CeB 6 differs from SmB 6 in that it is a dense Kondo lattice, with Kondo-active moments on every Ce site. The formation of coherent Kondo singlets is far more challenging to achieve with such densely distributed moments, and the Kondo-coherent low temperature band structure (should it appear) is expected to include larger dispersions that eliminate the indirect Kondo gap [27] (see 3 rd panel of Fig. 4(c) ). These factors are consistent with the suppression of overall resistivity in Ce-doped samples, and the lack of surface states in pure CeB 6 [35, 38] as discussed in the previous section. Viewed in this context, the "dual action" of Ce substitution as an electron dopant into the Sm sublattice may well be the factor responsible for preserving surface state emergence in Sm 0.7 Ce 0.3 B 6 . Electron doping that converts Sm sites from magnetic Sm 3+ into non-magnetic Sm 2+ will act as a buffer protecting the stability of Kondo singlets by suppressing the density of magnetic moments as Ce is introduced within the lattice.
Taken together, these results demonstrate a hierarchy of significant energy scales for SmB 6 alloys, in which surface state emergence is linked with the relatively robust opening of a direct Kondo gap, while resistivity trends at lower temperatures are governed by lower energy details of the hybridized band dispersion and coherence. Local moments and ground state magnetism can be transformed through heavy alloying, while preserving the surface states, and may allow the exploration of TKI surface physics in new physical regimes. In the case of Ce doping, these changes in local moment are consistent with the mixed-valent nature of the Sm sublattice acting as a buffer that helps to protect the topological Kondo gap, even as the Kondo-active large moment sites are transferred from samarium to cerium. 6 . A black drop-arrow marks the onset of the T<10K surface conductivity plateau, which correlates with bulk-derived anomalies in the alloyed samples. Data for pristine CeB 6 and SmB 6 are extracted from ref. [37] and ref. [9] , and an inset compares the resistivity trends for CeB 6 
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